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June 27 - 30

Power Crises in 2022
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Power crunch alert for the first time

⚫ Powerful earthquake a week earlier    *over 2m power outage

→ Decrease in power supply capacity by 6GW

⚫ Unusually low temperature with cold rain and snow 
→ Largest demand (48GW) in March since 2010

First power crunch advisory lasted for a week 

⚫ Maintenance period ahead of a peak demand in summer 
→ 6GW of generation capacity out of operation

⚫ Record-breaking high temperature of 35℃ or more 
→ Largest demand (52GW) in June since the 2000s



Background① Grid Constraints
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Population
45 million

<Power Composition>
- LNG  40%
- Coal  30%
- Renewables 20%

Interconnection
6GW

Retail Market: fully liberalized in 2016
Number of retailers: about 700
Number of TSOs: 10
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Background② Peak Demand Decline

⚫ Peak demand in TEPCO area plunged by more than 10% 
after the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011.

(GW)

▲5GW (=10% of total demand)
*Due largely to electricity conservation efforts

Peak Demand in March
(TEPCO Area)

Great East 
Japan 

Earthquake



Power Saving
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<Pump-up Hydro>
Generation Capacity at noon: 71%
Expected Capacity at 22h:    0%

Pump-up Hydro
Capacity Ratio

Minister’s  Emergency 
Press Conference 
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Pump-up Hydro: The Last Resort

GW
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⚫ All fossil-fuel power plants were in full capacity
⚫ Pump-up hydro was the only remaining supply capacity



Power Saving by Segments
(Power crunch in March) 
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⚫ Total electricity saving: 31GWh (est.)  =3% of the total
*Saving ratio was 6% from 15h to 22h

- Industry ▲7% (total consumption: 20% of the total) 
- Household   ▲4% (total consumption: 40% of the total) 

Industry 34%

Household 
51%

Buildings 11%

SMEs 6%

Electricity Saving by Segments

*Demand response was 
estimated to be 40% of 
the total power saving.



Two Days Ahead (at 6pm)

Power Crunch Alert Mechanism
(Evolved from March to June crises)
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⚫ Expected reserve margin below 5%

“Power crunch preparation notice”

Day Ahead (at 4pm)

⚫ Expected reserve margin below 3%

“Power crunch alert”

⚫ Expected reserve margin below 5%

“Power crunch advisory”

Introduced after power crisis 
in March 2022



Comparison Between March & June Crises
(Industrial Users Response)
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March (Alert) June (Advisory)

Be aware of crisis 
a day ahead

50% 60%

Prepared for 
crisis in advance

20% 60%

Took action to 
save power

80% 60%*
90% of those prepared

Saving ratio ▲7% (1 day) ▲2% (4 days)

Possible power 
saving of 0-5%

30% 40%

Possible power 
saving of 6-10%

10% 20%



June Power Crisis Response by Industrial Users
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<Power Saving Actions>
⚫ Turn off unused lights
⚫ Raise the temperature of air-conditioner
⚫ Switch from electrical to gas air-conditioner

June 26          27              28             29             30

Number of Industrial Users Actions



Lessons Learned
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⚫ Electricity conservation is an effective measure, especially 
when supply measures are exhausted.

⚫ Industry and household are two pillars of electricity 
conservation.

⚫ The earlier industrial users are announced, the more they 
can take action to save power.

⚫ Media plays a crucial role in disseminating information, 
which is a key for household electricity conservation. 

⚫ Prolonged power conservation campaign reduces the 
response by both industrial and household users. 























Encouraging Danes to 

save energy
Behavioral campaign
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Current energy situation calls for a reduction in our energy 

consumption

Means of action: behavioral campaign running throughout 

2022

Purpose: Encourage the Danes to save energy at home and 

at their workplace 

Drivers: economy, energy security and climate

Key message: Together we reduce our use 

ENCOURAGING DANES TO SAVE ENERGY
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THE PHASES OF THE CAMPAIGN

Phase 2

Preparing for heating season

(Aug. – medio Oct.)

Phase 3

Heating season

(medio Oct.-Dec.)

Phase 1

Launch 

(June-Aug.)

Main focus

• Electricity savings

• Use less hot water 

• Energy renovation

• Flexible use of eletricity

Main focus

• Prepare your home for 

Winter

• Electricity and hot water 

savings

Main focus

• Heating savings

• Electricity savings

• Hot water savings

Targeted campaign towards workplaces (medio 
sept.- dec.)
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TARGET GROUPS

House ownersBroad Danish 

Population

WorkplacesGas boiler owners

1 2 3 4

The Danes must 

understand the 

importance of reducing 

their use – and do so

Outdoor, PR, print, TV, 

Social media

Energy renovations of 

your home is a good way 

to save on heating and 

electricity bills – especially 

if it’s done before the 

heating season.

Social media, webinars

The approx. 400,000 

households with gas 

boilers requires separate 

and targeted effort.

Direct digital information, 

webinars, social media

Danes must be aware of 

energy-saving behavior 

in the workplace and 

know how to act on it.

Partnerships with industry 

organization, Social 

media, Print
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We are working with a moving target  requires the ability to read 

and understand the target group and the flexibility to act upon 

sudden changes. 

How we navigate: 

• Frequent population surveys 

• Reports from our national advisory service/hotline

• Feedback from our partners 

• Close cooperation with other parts of the Agency

• Scaling of concept/tone of voice

• Testing and evaluating

How to measure effect:

• Campaign KPI’s 

• Population surveys 

• National energy consumption

LEARNINGS SO FAR
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QUESTIONS?



Tom Halpin, SEAI

On behalf of Department of Environment, 
Climate and Communications

Reducing energy use with 
behaviour and awareness 
campaigns

IEA, 28 Sep 2022



Phase 1: Needs, Challenges, Objectives
Needs Challenges Communications Objectives

• Public awareness of energy use, 
efficiency and cost saving

• Inform the public of wider 
Government support

• Establish energy efficiency within 
broader energy security context

• Extremely tight turnaround

• No opportunity to test messaging

• No baseline research data on 
energy efficiency behaviours

• Launched in the context of a 
backlash from public looking for 
financial assistance

• Kick-start regular Government 
energy efficiency campaigns, 
establishing a platform for energy 
emergency scenarios

• Establish platform that would not 
attract public backlash

• Highlight Government supports for 
homes and businesses to tackle 
the cost of living crisis.



Integrated National Working Group

Department of 
Environment Energy 

Regulator

Department of 
Transport

Department of 
Enterprise

Electricity TSO 
and DSOGas TSO

SEAI

National Oil 
Reserves



Phase 1: Campaign Overview
Radio
Four week, national 
and regional

Digital
Homepage takeovers of 
key news and consumer 
sites

Press
Two weeks, national papers

Social
Always on

Audio Digital
Across key streaming 
platforms

PR
Complementary push 
from working group 
members



Phase 1: Outputs
Paid

• >1.4m Facebook and Instagram, >5m Twitter impression
• Ad seen average of 4-7 times.
• 97% listen through rate on digital audio, reaching 173k users

Owned
• 17k sessions on the ReduceYourUse page on gov.ie
• Total Social Reach: 2.75m

Earned
• Total Media Reach: 3.4m listeners / readers
• Complemented by below the line support from collaborating agencies



Phase 2: Overview
Objectives

• Demonstrate Government’s understanding of cost-of-living challenges
• Direct people to all available financial supports
• Advise people how best to reduce their energy use
• Encourage long term sustainable behaviour as part of a new normal
• Profile government actions with own energy use

Messages
Reduce your costs (supports) and reduce your use (no / low cost behaviours)

Multichannel
TV, print, radio, cinema, outdoor, digital (display, social, PPC)



Measurement Strategy

Short Term Message testing

Medium Term Twice monthly tracking of sentiment to energy / cost of 
living crises

Long Term Bi-monthly longitudinal assessment of behavioural intent  / 
change
Scope for longer term sustainability measurement

Exploring Actual use through energy utilities and / or smart meters



Tom Halpin
SEAI, Head of Communications

Tom.Halpin@seai.ie
@TomEHalpin

Thank You

mailto:Tom.Halpin@seai.ie


National training and information Program for Energy 
Efficiency

Anna Amato / Energy Efficiency Department, Lab of Communication Tools 
for EE

Italia in Classe A

28th September 2022



Italia in Classe A
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Training & Information Programme 2016 – 2020
National long-term campaign based on different types of programs
(information, social interaction and cognitive education) targeted to large
companies and SMEs, Public Administration, citizens, school students.
In order to reach a variety of target audiences, different actions and
tools (Roadshow, Radio-TV Campaign, energy efficiency month, apps)
have been used throughout the campaign
• Goals: decarbonizing the EU’s energy system to reach 2030 climate

objectives and to become carbon neutral by 2050.
• 3 pillars: technologies; resources; governance

Italia in Classe A – IEA Workshop  - 28th September 2022



Italia in Classe A
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• Phase 1 – Start up (first year): massive 
information/communication activities on energy saving and 
energy efficiency topics, to ensure initial basic knowledge

• Phase 2 – Tailored targets (second year): central phase of the 
Programme, maximizing information coverage and starting the 
tailored actions.

• Phase 3 – Monitoring and consolidation (third year): 
consolidating the initiatives; dissemination of results and analysis 
of the communication impacts, with evaluation and control of 
achieved results

Italia in Classe A – IEA Workshop  - 28th September 2022

Experts in TV shows and 
working with the TV 
authors  --- more than 50 
million viewers



Some initiatives....

Opinion leaders

Exhibitions

Women energy 
storytelling

Women EE storytelling

Info-reality web series



Italia in Classe A

Lessons learnt /Impact
• Target segmentation    - channel/language/style  
• Impact measurement for each initiative 
• Continuous dialogue with stakeholders and graduality
An attitudinal survey, carried out in 2019, evaluated the effects of information campaigns: in 
particular, a representative sample of the Italian adult population was reached, for a total of 
3,036 respondents

Key factors:
• Multidisciplinary approach and different skills involved 
• Actions oriented to behavioral change – not only in the design interventions stage and 

for the strategic drivers, but when planning how to monitor the results (persistence/long 
term effects…effectiveness, RCT) 

5Italia in Classe A – IEA Workshop  - 28th September 2022



Italy’s
Training & Information Programme on

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
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A new national EE program for information 
and training actions has been approved 
according to art.12 of 2020 Decree 73. 
Timeline: until to 2030 
Budget: 9 million every three years

It is included in the National Recovery and 
Resilience Plan, part of the Next Generation 
EU (NGEU)



Italia in Classe A

URBAN REGENERATION - DE-SIGN project 

• Focus on environmental and social impact of 
buildings and infrastructures (technologies) in 
energy transition process

• sustainable energy-driven design solutions at 
domestic and urban level, in a perspective of a 
behavioural change, both for users and public and 
private decision-makers

• to go beyond the contingent dimension of the 
problem, in a multi-scalar perspective

• mapping and sharing best practices
• bottom up tools, i.d tactical urbanism

7

• in line with the New European 
Bauhaus, to enhance inclusion, 
sustainability and beauty



Italia in Classe A
Actions planned 
Women in Classe A:
• to build structural and non-episodic gender policies
• different narrative of STEM that can reach the youngest generations
• training on financial issues linked to energy management
• new lexicon of energy technologies to reduce gender gap in the energy 

efficiency supply chain
Digital transformation: New portal - interoperability and AI for all existing 
Italian resources and information on EE, i.d.funding programs, incentives, 
tips
Energia fatta ad arte: art and energy transition

8Italia in Classe A – IEA Workshop  - 28th September 2022



Italia in Classe A

Actions 
• KDZENERGY for teachers and school students aged 7 

to 14 years, KIDZTeD , KIDZDoC, storytelling
• Oìkia: households’ behaviour in renovated buildings 

and new technologies 
• Healthy home: comfort, Indoor Air quality, well-being 
• Tips for energy saving at home, at workplace, shops…

9

• Mass media Campaign



Anna Amato 
Anna.amato@enea.it

Italia in Classe A – IEA Workshop  - 28th September 2022

Italia in Classe A in ENG
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qqiY
LlvcdS8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ow
HRjdQsz1Y

Italia in Classe A #roadshow
https://youtu.be/coljoWlxY4g

The Supercondominiun
Challenge (min 16)
https://youtu.be/mXInLqL9nQI

HIPERMARKET (min 16)
https://youtu.be/FHra5x-hP3c

Anna Amato 
Anna.amato@enea.it

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qqiYLlvcdS8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OwHRjdQsz1Y
https://youtu.be/coljoWlxY4g
https://youtu.be/mXInLqL9nQI
https://youtu.be/FHra5x-hP3c
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